
AN ANALYSIS OF OTHELLOS CONTROL IN WILLIAM SHAKESPEARES

OTHELLO

William Shakespeare's "Othello, the Moor of Venice" (reprinted in Laurence Perrine by Iago and, Iago's overbearing
control of Othello's show more content.

Newstok, Scott L. Othello has many tragic flaws. More importantly, he is visibly different due to the color of
his skin, so he lives constantly among, but separated from, other people. Therefore by examining those points
Othello has many tragic flaws in him. Offers relevant perspective about location and where Iago literally
stands. He looks at Desdemona's whiteness and is swept up in the traditional symbolism of white for purity
and black for evil. Othello's achievement is not so much that he survived this unpromising life, but that he
survived it in such a spectacularly successful manner, ending up one of the most powerful men in the Venetian
defense forces. Up to the moment he kills Desdemona, Othello's growing jealousy maddens him past the recall
of reason. By looking at where Iago both literally and figuratively stands, we can more deeply understand his
intentions. Othello goes on to lament his hardheartedness and love for Desdemona, but Iago reminds him of
his purpose. These are the words of a man who knows chaos and believes himself to have been rescued from it
by love. Othello: I am bound to thee foreverâ€¦. Othello cannot stand uncertainty; it drives him to destroy his
sanity. Othello finds that love in marriage needs time to build trust, and his enemy works too quickly for him
to take that time. Vanita, Ruth. Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. The immediate attraction between the couple works
on passion, and Desdemona builds on that passion a steadfast devotion whose speed and strength Othello
cannot equal. The play follows the scandalous marriage between protagonist Othello, a Christian moore and
the general of the army of Venice, and Desdemona, a respected and intelligent woman who also happens to be
the daughter of the Venetian Senator Brabantio. This absorbed prejudice undermines him with thoughts akin
to "I am not attractive," "I am not worthy of Desdemona," "It cannot be true that she really loves me," and "If
she loves me, then there must be something wrong with her. He is different from those around him, due to his
origins and his life history, but he shares their religion, values, and patriotism to Venice. He goes out of
control and eventually kills Desdemona thinking that she has did something wrong. Iago has noticed Othello's
tendency to insecurity and overreaction, but not even Iago imagined Othello would go as far into jealousy as
he did. Be that as it may, your research is vital to this final essay. Loomba, Ania. Examples of racism are
common throughout the dialog. In Venice, Othello must answer to the Duke, and in that scene, Iago, notably,
is not questioned, nor does he even utter a public line. The life of early separation from home and family,
followed by danger and adventure, is perhaps the life story of thousands of men down the ages who become
soldiers of fortune and who end up as corpses in ditches at an early age, unwept, unpaid, and unrecorded.
Margreta Grazia de and Stanley Wells. Iago often falsely professes love in friendship for Roderigo and Cassio
and betrays them both. London: Routledge,  What hooks you? Once his desire is fulfilled, he is able to
conclude the conversation, as he has no more immediate need for feelings of love. In order to survive the
combined onslaught of internalized prejudice and the directed venom of Iago, Othello would have had to be
near perfect in strength and self-knowledge, and that is not fair demand for anyone. The body count by the end
of the play is the true tragedy, as every death could have been avoided had Othello simply took a moment to
listen to reason instead of falling into a deception based upon lies. White, R. Fate is cruel to Othello, like the
cruel fate of ancient Greek tragedies. What Iago gives him instead is imaginary pictures of Cassio and
Desdemona to feed his jealousy. Iago controls this power over Roderigo to use him as a pawn; for example,
the aforementioned scene in which Iago gives Roderigo a direct order. Howeverâ€”and this is crucialâ€”when
you introduce Holland and Sedgwick, the argument begins to solidify.


